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FROM THE DIRECTORS OFFICE

Our Very Best Wishes for a Happy and Satisfying 1969!

Recent discussions have been directed at corn stalk rot. As you know the damage in 1968 in Nebraska has been estimated at $32,000,000. An all-day meeting of research and Extension people was held December 9 at Lincoln to review the current situation, and to coordinate recommendations to farmers for 1969.

In the meantime we have had further discussions concerning ways and means of bringing more effort to bear on this complex disease, since there are many unanswered questions. Our future efforts will include:

1. Evaluation of corn varieties for resistance to stalk rot, and development of more resistant varieties.
2. Expanded work on the relationship between irrigation systems, timing, and application rates, and stalk rot infection.
3. Expanded work on the effect of fertilizer rates on stalk rot infection.
4. Testing of systemic fungicides for ability to control stalk rot.
5. Research aimed at the isolation and specific identification of causal organisms.
6. Research on the physiology and biochemistry of the causal organisms in their interaction with the host plant.

We are organizing an interdisciplinary group, under the leadership of Dr. Boosalis, to move our efforts to these objectives.

H. W. Ottoson

FIELD LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT - 1968

Animal Science: Dairy housing capacity was increased by moving in and developing four 26' X 50' buildings and by construction of a new 60 cow free-stall unit with related lots and utilities. New and expanded milk storage and cooling units were added as the North Platte Station herd was incorporated. A swine research complex established in a first stage included a 24 pen nutrition building, a 30 sow farrowing building, two 26' X 50' buildings for an operations center and sundry related facilities. No swine research operations remain on the campus. A beef physiology research unit southeast of the beef nutrition unit consists of a 26' X 200' building with related lots, fittings and utilities.

Agronomy: A new area has been developed for Extension, research and demonstration functions in Igloo Area 14 in the center of the laboratory. The Agronomy research "section" on the east side is rapidly being developed with roads, drainage, irrigation surveys and service facilities.

Foundation Seed: Has moved into a major portion of Load Line 3 and is proceeding with the development of facilities and adjoining land. Much development remains to be done in 1969.

Horticulture & Forestry: Section 26 on the west side of the laboratory is operating well in research with physical facilities recently expanded with a second 50' X 50' building.
Agricultural Engineering: Three surface irrigation automation research systems are installed and operational with reuse and fertigation systems. Six different tow line irrigation units are also in demonstration-research use.

Feed Center: Modest development continued with the addition of a 20' X 50' Harvestore unit to the group of five upright silos.

Waste Management: Research was established in an extensive program involving four experimental systems installed at the beef complex. This is an excellent cooperative effort involving ARS, Agricultural Engineering, Agronomy and Animal Science.

Eppeley Cancer Institute: Small animal production and care unit has been extensively developed at Load Line 4 utilizing some existing facilities and adding 16 new environmentally controlled buildings.

PERSONNEL ACTIONS

Hardin, Clifford M. - Professor of Agricultural Economics with tenure
Handy, M. Eisa - Postdoctoral Fellow, Horticulture & Forestry
Mattern, Paul J. - Joint appointment with Food Science & Technology
White, Raymond G. - Assistant Professor of Veterinary Science - North Platte Station

NEW GRANTS, CONTRACTS AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

Anderson, F. N. - Scotts Bluff Station - Intnat's Minerals & Chemicals Corp. $500.00
Daigger, L. A. - Scotts Bluff Station - Geigy Agr'1 Chemical Company 500.00
Horner, J. T. - Agr'1 Education - U. S. Office of Education 37,500.00
Horner, J. T. - Agr'1 Education - U. S. Office of Education 12,500.00
Munson, J. D. - Entomology - Mobil Chemical Company 500.00
Nordquist, P. T. - North Platte Station - Shell Development Company 1,000.00
Schuster, M. L. - Plant Pathology - National Science Foundation 33,400.00
Sullivan, T. W. - Poultry Science - Borden Chemical Company 1,600.00
Sullivan, T. W. - Poultry Science - Occidental Petroleum Company 1,500.00
Trotter, V. Y. - Home Economics - J. C. Penney Company 600.00
Trotter, V. Y. - Home Economics - Nebraska Heart Association 3,000.00

GENERAL NOTES

1. College of Agriculture and Home Economics Advisory Council meeting January 13 and 14 in Lincoln - Dr. McGill coordinating.
2. International symposium on "Physiological Aspects of Crop Yield" January 21-24 at the Nebraska Center - Dr. Haskins coordinating.
3. Special centennial year dedication programs:
   Marvel Baker Hall (Animal Science) - March 7
   North Platte office building and Diagnostic Laboratory - May 1
   Maxwell Arboretum - East Campus - May 18
4. The second year of hunting at the Field Laboratory was very successful for the Laboratory, quite successful for the game and somewhat less successful for the hunters. Sixteen hundred hunter-days took 251 pheasants, 26 quail, 32 rabbits, 5 squirrels and 1 coyote.
5. There is need for new names for the Dairy Industry building (housing Agricultural Economics and Food Science and Technology) and old Animal Science (housing Forestry and Statistical Laboratory). Suggestions are solicited.
6. This is the sixth monthly issue of the Experiment Station Newsletter. We would like your reactions to it and comments on content, format, detail, etc. We have deliberately and with some effort held it to one sheet plus the publication list. Suggestions or material for items to include are always welcome.

R. W. Kleis


a - Denotes abstract
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